Additional adiabatic heat capacity calorimetry has confirmed the bifurcated nature of the Verwey transition in pure and doped Fe^0o samples. Two sharp peaks occur at 113.3 and 118.8 K for a J 99.9~% pure ceramic sample. Data on a hydrothermal sample confirmed the presence of both peaks. However, the presence of 0.2 weight per cent of Mn(ll) raised them by 3.~ and 4.1 K, respectively. Large single-crystals of naturally occurring magnetite revealed only a broad transition with a high temperature shoulder. The total transitional enthalpy for the pure ceramic sample was 155 cal mol -I or a value about I0 ~ 1% higher than that for the two doped samples. Observation of the positive shift of transition temperatures for the Mn(ll)-doped (hydrothermal) sample appears contradictory not only to the trend reported in a recent study (in which magnetic sensing was used) but in particular to that observed for a Zn(ll)-doped sample. Calorimetric sensing of the transition temperature appears to be more reproducible than either resistance or magnetic sensing and to have other significant advantages.
INTRODUCTION
The earlier report I of two heat capacity peaks in synthetic, ceramic Fe^04 in the vicinity of the Verwey transition was sufficiently radical to require confirmation. This was provided by studies on Mn(ll)-doped hydrothermally prepared Fe^0. and natural magnetite crystals (one of which contained Ti~)~ The effect of dopants [(e.g., Ti(IV), Mn(II)], which do not contribute electrons to the conduction band of the host on the multipleordering phenomena is an initiatory aspect of a highly-coordinated, systematic, interdisciplinary investigation of this extensively studied but poorly understood transition. M~ssbauer data have confirmed that at least for Mn(II) doping no variation occurs in the apparent electron concentration.
RESULTS
The (summed) enthalpies of transitions, AHt, obtained by direct calorimetric measurements for each of the samples to be considered are presented in Table I . For consistency, the results of Millar were regraphed and the net enthalpy calculated, as were all others, by interpolating the essentially lattice heat capacity through the transition region. Subtraction of the lattice Supported by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission and the National Science Foundation. T, K cooling rates affects the apparent heat capacity in the transition regions and that sufficiently slow cooling is mandatory to obtain repoducible results is evident from Fig. 2 . We found that the hydrothermal sample had to be cooled to at least 90 K at an average rate of heat removal of 550 cal/(mol hr) to accurately reproduce the transitional heat capacities. However, regardless of the rate of cooling, the temperature of the heat capacity maximum, determined by monitoring the cooling rate, was always the same as that on heating.
DISCUSSION
The six experimental series through the transition region of a single sample yielded about 80 experimental heat capacities, consistent to about + 0.02%. Temperatures are relatively accurate to a mK and on an absolute basis to 40mK referred to the International Temperature Scale. Compared to resistivity and magnetic4 measurements in which thermocouples are employed as the temperature standard, adiabatic calorimetric techniques are an order of magnitude greater in sensitivity and relatively independent of contaminating magnetic material.
The variation in observed AHt's, the shifts in the transition temperatures, and the effect of the cooling and heating rate upon the form of the transition have several important implications.
After a typical energy input to the sample producing a temperature increment of 0.5 -3.0 K, 0.7 to 1.5 hours were required to achieve thermal equilibration in the transition region. The longer equilibrium times were associated with the larger AT's. The implication is that a heat-transition region are being investigated.
The shift of the Mn(ll)-doped (hydrothermal) sample peaks by 2.0 and 4.2 K towards higher temperatures than those for the ceramic sample is contrary to the results of Miyahara 4 who found by magnetometer measurements that Mg(ll)-, Zn(ll)-, and Ga(ll)-dopants (which like Ym(ll)-dopant all have closed shell structures) significantly lowered the Verwey transition temperature. However his measurements were dynamic in contrast to our equilibrium measurements and even at high dopants he failed to ohserve an increase in lattice parameter. Our Mn(ll)-doped sample had a lattice parameter of 8.399 + 0.001 A in comparison with a value of 8.396 ~ 0.001 A for the cer~mlc sample I.
Thermophysical measurements on the two natural crystals do not offer positive verification of the temperature elevation effect since the peaks overlap, but the maxima are above the temperature of ~i for the ceramic sample. 5 However, our observations are consistent with Wigner crystallization since the Mn(ll) would decrease carrier density and as a consequence the temperature of the transition would be expected to increase.
The MSssbauer evidence 2 together with the thermophysical evidence for the bifurcated translti~n found in this study support the multiple-orderlng theory for the Verwey transition itself. That the two transitions are occasioned by different mechanisms is evident for the differences between the heat capacity maxima vary from sample to sample. Although Millar's data only show one anomaly, the temperature increments are too large to rule out the possibility of a second, due to superposition of the two peaks, as was nearly the case with the two natural crystals reported here.
AH_~t appears to decrease with enhanced dopant concentration. The low dHt observed on Millar's sample argues for a high impurity content on this basis; hence an entire peak may have been quenched in his sample. Studies of impure (Kiruna)magnetiteshow no evidence, of any thermal anomaly in the region ot the Verwey transition. 1
In conclusion, the bifurcated nature of the Verwey transition has been confirmed and its sensitivity to low levels of impurities established. Increasing the temperature of transition and lowering the enthalpy of the transitions are two manifestations of Ti(ll)-and Mn(ll)-dopant inclusion. Although the transition was shown to be sensitive to too rapid cooling, experimental conditions necessary to achieve reproducible results are formulated (below). Heat capacity measurements were made from 50-350 K for both samples. Temperatures were measured by a capsule-type, platinum, resistance thermometer (A-3) calibrated by NBS against the International Temperature Scale above 90 K. The general procedure was to cool the sample gradually to 50 K (over a twenty hour period). Exploratory data with i0 K temperature increments were made to roughly locate the transition maxima; subsequent passes with increments of 3 K and i K were made to evaluate the details of the transitions. In the peak region increments as small as 0.03 K were used. Finally the transition region was traversed several times in a single enthalpy increment to determine the total enthalpies of the transitions. This value agreed with the summation of the individual increments through the transition regions with + 0.5%. The hydrothermal sample was subjected to varied cooling rates to determine if this affected the heat capacity curve. In separate experiments, the heat capacities of the calorimeters were determined over the range 5-350 K. These data plus adjustment for the masses of helium, grease, and solder were used to arrive at a net molal heat capacity. The molecular weight of Fe304 was taken as 231.55.
